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WE RIDE
75 YEARS
Safety
has to be
affordable

We make adventures possible. We are robust,
resilient, and reliable. It is our responsibility to
offer our customers the highest levels of security
- a task we take very seriously.
This promise we keep by connecting thoughtful
innovation with high-end materials.

WITH

KNOW HOW

High-quality
and resilient materials
are part of our brand´s narrative. We
have been equipping the police and
military with our products since our
company´s inception.
Good fitting, mobility even in extreme
situations, the highest resiliance of
materials and strength in workmanship
are part of our DNA.

Form Follows Function
We translate theses high requirements for our products into a strong design
language.
Material quality becomes visibile, mobility and innovation flow into a look
that not only works on a motorbike.
Our design language is a statement. Tough, rough, cool and indestructible.
Motorcycling is our lifestyle.
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No suit has been around the world as much.
Our Panamericana suit revolutionised the term
Modeka On Tour.
We create equipment with which adventurers
have undertaken the journeys of their lives.
Among them, there is one very special couple
that has always excited and ultimately inspired us.

Around a world
in one suit

WE RIDE

Marta and Lukasz, based in Poland, completed a 15-month
unforgettable motorbike expedition from Poland to New
Zealand in 2018/19, which they captured for the world in
dreamlike pictures. 57,000 km long.
It‘s not just the pictures that are dreamlike, but also the
concept behind Marta‘s and Lukasz‘s adventure, as their
blog about the journey is called Dreamcatchers Journey.

PANAMERICANA

Dreamcatchers
Journey

Away from the routine of everyday life, they embarked
daily on the unplannable…
Adventure
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WE RIDE

300 KM OFFROAD

Away from the routine of everyday life they got
involved with the unplannable on a daily basis and
experienced what it feels like to let go and switch off
their heads.
Meanwhile they learned a lot about themselves
and their context in the environment. Experiencing
distant, foreign cultures has moved them to
understand what happiness and freedom really
mean. It also showed them what great achievements
the western world entails when you look at gender
equality and emanzipation.

...they understood
what happiness
and freedom really
meant....

„It was hard, there
were tears, there was
altitude sickness,
but there was also
incredible joy and lots
of laughter.“

One special driving experience they told us about
was the spontaneous decision to cross the Bartang
Valley in Tajikistan.
This meant 300 km off-road driving. „It was hard,
there were tears, there was altitude sickness, but
there was also incredible joy and lots of laughter.
One of the best decisions we have made in our
lives.“

Since two years, the Dreamcatcher‘s couple has been back in their homeland Poland, where they started
a family and faced their new everyday life as parents.
As they were resettled in europe, we took the opportunity
to analyse the suit in detail with Marta and Lukasz.

Adventure
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WE RIDE FREEDOM

What the new
Panamericana II
offers
Colour follows function: Inspired by the colour worlds from sandy
Mongolia, we developed the colour combination sand/khaki.
This colour variation not only blends in well with the surroundings, it
is also highly resistant to light and dirt.
Visibility: Newly developed reflectors illuminate at a 360° angle.
Optimised ergonomics: The sleeve has been ergonomically modified
so that it guarantees perfect comfort while offering many features.
The new stretch cuff allows the glove to be worn under or over the
jacket.
Optimisation of pockets: An ID/Emergency pocket on the left arm
simplifies toll situations or quick card payments.
Upgrades of (zip) closures: sand and dust resistant zips ensure
efficient durability.
Width adjustments without velcro prevent abrasion of the material.
Equality: The women‘s suit comes with the exact same equipment as
it‘s male counterpart.
Placing large ventilation features on the upper female body was
challenging due to it‘s natural anatomy.
We are therefore proud to present our first women‘s suit with
ventilation flaps including Fidlock® magnets. In addition the
protector equipment is fully included in both suits with level 2
protectors.

And so began a great
collaboration:

Off the road,
new adventures
begin

The journey of developing a product that
should benefit from being co-developed by the
experienced motorbike couple.
The credo behind development for us is: listen &
optimise.
Which parameters remain? Which features can
still be tweaked? This is a challenge for us and for
the Panamericana itself, which has received five
awards from the trade press in recent years.
One thing was a given: the main design remains.
The well thought-out equipment and versatility as
well. It is, as is usually the case, the small details
that matter and make a huge difference.

Adventure
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Panamericana II

Panamericana II

#398

#440

#440

#10

#440

#440

Protection
-

The Panamericana II is a phenomenon of versatility.
Inspired by the feedback from Dreamcatchers,
the Panamericana II suit has been optimised for long
distances and a wide variety of needs.
The adventure suit will not only be popular with
globetrotters, but with it‘s flexible applicability it offers
something for all uncomprimising drivers out there.

For dreams of
globetrotters

Weather

CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
1000 D Cordura® on crash zones (100 % polyamide)
DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection

- SAS-TEC® back protector / level 2 (CE EN 1621-2:2014)
- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable with chest protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/CP-2

- AirDraft: 2 ventilation pocket in jacket and pants
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar

Feature
- emergency / ID pocket on left forearm
- innovative stretch cuff
- detachable braces

- detachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- detachable Midlayer jacket
- detachable thermo lining in pants

Jacket short and long in #398
Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084630
084630
088360
088360

S - 4XL
5XL
S - 4XL
5XL

KM - K4XL
K5XL
KM - K4XL
K5XL

LM - L3XL
LM - L3XL

Adventure
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Panamericana II

Panamericana II Lady

Lady

#440

#398

#398

#440

#10

#10

Protection

WE RIDE
WOMEN POWER

Equality: The women‘s suit comes with
the exact same equipment as it‘s male
counterpart.
Placing large ventilation features on the
upper female body was challenging due
to it‘s natural anatomy.
We are therefore proud to present
our first women‘s suit with ventilation
flaps including Fidlock® magnets. In
addition the protector equipment is
fully included in both suits with level 2
protectors.

-

Weather

CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
1000 D Cordura® on crash zones (100 % polyamide)
DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection

- SAS-TEC® back protector / level 2 (CE EN 1621-2:2014)
- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)

- AirDraft: 2 ventilation pocket in jacket and pants
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar

Feature
- emergency / ID pocket on left forearm
- innovative stretch cuff
- detachable braces

- detachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- detachable Midlayer jacket
- detachable thermo lining in pants

Pants short and long in #10
Jacket
Pants

084631
088361

34 - 48
34 - 48

19 - 24

72 - 76

Adventure
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Panamericana

Panamericana Lady

#431

#393

#393

#393

#144

#431

#431

#393

#393

#393

#144

#431

Protection
-

Weather

 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
C
750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
1000 D Cordura® on crash zones (100 % polyamide)
DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection

- S
 AS-TEC® back protector / level 2 (CE EN 1621-2:2014)
- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable with chest protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/CP-2

- A
 irDraft: 2 ventilation pocket in jacket and pants
- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- A
 irCollar: fold-away collar
- d
 etachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)
- D
 ry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- d
 etachable Midlayer jacket
- d
 etachable thermo lining in pants

Feature
- d
 etachable braces
Jacket short and long in #431
Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084560
084560
088120
088120

S - 4XL
5XL
S - 4XL
5XL

KL - K4XL
K5XL
KM - K4XL
K5XL

LM - L2XL
LM - L3XL

Award
„For far under 1000 euro this motorcycle suit convinces
with a decent, elaborated apparatus and a discreet, but
dynamik look. In terms of safety, storage options and
weather suitability - very exemplary!“ Motorrad SEHR GUT
(17/2018)
The Panamericana from Modeka is a highly successful 3in1
all-season suit with lots of clever details. Motorrad & Reisen
SEHR GUT (88/2019)
„Impeccable fitted Tactel suit, elaborate designed and with
extensive ventilation system.“
Enduro TIPP (1/2019)
„Top equipped, climatically very adaptable suit with
good safety and comfort features.“ Motorradfahrer
EMPFEHLUNG (9/2019)

Protection
-

Weather

CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
1000 D Cordura® on crash zones (100 % polyamide)
DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 46
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Award

- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar

„Very elegant and functional 3in1 allseason suit for a great
price.“ Motorrad & Reisen SEHR GUT (93/2019)

- detachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- detachable quilted vest
- detachable thermo lining in pants

„The textile motorcycle suit from Modeka has a casual
cut and offers enough room for female curves on the
bottom, hips and thighs. Additional stretch inserts in the
crotch ensure optimum freedom of movement. The very
good solutions for width adjustment make sure that the
protectors on elbows and knees are exactly where they
should be.“ Tourenfahrer (8/2019)

Feature
- detachable braces

Pants short and long in #431
Jacket
Pants

084561
088121

34 - 46
34 - 46

19 - 23

72 - 76

Adventure
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Talismen

Talismen

#10

#387

#387

#10

#10

#10

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- technical, abrasion-resistant stretch material
(83 % polyamide, 12 % DuPont™ KEVLAR®
material, 5 % elastane)
- doubled material on crash zones
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection
- leather on inner knee

ELASTIC POWERS

Never before has a suit been so stretchy: The Talismen
Adventure combination with its innovative elastic
upper material offers an unbelievable riding feel and
maximum freedom of movement.
Awarded as test winner by the trade press and defined
as a true all-rounder.

- SAS-TEC® back protector / level 2 (CE EN 1621-2:2014)
- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable with chest protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/CP-2

- AirDraft: 2 ventilation pocket in jacket and pants
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar
- detachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- detachable Midlayer jacket
- detachable thermo lining in pants

Award
„The Talisman is visually discrete, but convincing all along
the line. This Modeka combination offers many large
pockets, nice extras, very good ventilation and becomes a
cozy warm protective cover when needed. Motorrad SEHR
GUT (08/2020)
„One of the most elaborate and comfortable suits we have
ever tested“. Motorrad & Reisen GUT (101/2021)

Feature
- emergency / ID pocket on left forearm
- innovative stretch cuff
- detachable braces

Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084620
084620
088220
088220

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
S - 4XL
5XL

KL - K3XL

LM - LXL

Adventure
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AFT Air

AFT

AIR
#393

#10

#393

#393

#10

#393

Protection
-

It is time for a new riding experience: The AFT AIR suit
offers the absolute maximum in safety and ventilation.
The high-performance Cordura® AFT mesh, placed on
arms, chest and thighs, is as breathable as tear-resistant
due to its unique knit construction.
With a 3in1 structure, the AFT AIR also effortlessly defies
colder temperatures. Get ready.

3IN1 AIR
PERFORMANCE

Weather

CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
1000 D Cordura® on crash zones (100 % polyamide)
DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection
leather on inner knee

- SAS-TEC® back protector / level 2 (CE EN 1621-2:2014)
- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable with chest protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/CP-2

- AirFlow: Cordura® AFT panels for an effective ventilation
- AirCollar: fold-away collar
- detachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- detachable Midlayer jacket
- detachable thermo lining in pants

Award
„After 2 months in the test, the AFT AIR suit from Modeka
could already convince all along the line as a great allrounder. Depending on the configuration with or without
inner lining, it offers a lot of comfort and can be adapted
well to one‘s own body thanks to its adjustment options.“
1000 PS (19.04.2021)

Feature
-

Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084640
084640
088320
088320

S - 4XL
5XL
S - 4XL
5XL

KM - K4XL
K5XL

emergency / ID pocket on left forearm
innovative stretch cuff
lateral textile stretches
detachable braces

LM - L3XL

Adventure
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LIGHT WEIGHT
SENSATION

Our lightweight sensation for all weather conditions:
With the Viper LT suit, we have laminated our proven
Humax® membrane to the Tactel® fabric (2-layer
laminate) and thus created a 100% waterproof suit that
absorbs virtually no water,
meaning unconditional protection in wet conditions.

Viper LT

#10

#393

#393

#147

#10

#10

Protection

Viper LT
Even at higher temperatures, the suit offers high
breathability and
is also suitable for summer riding due to both
waterproof and air-permeable ventilation zips.

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- lightweight, waterproof 2-layer laminate: Tactel® &
Humax® membrane
- doubled material on crash zones
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection
- leather on inner knee
- SAS-TEC® back protector / level 2 (CE EN 1621-2:2014)
- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable with chest protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/CP-2

Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084570
084570
088210
088210

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

KM - K3XL

- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar
- Humax® laminate (10.000 mm water column)
- detachable Midlayer jacket
- detachable thermo lining in pants

Feature
- detachable braces
- innovative stretch cuff

LS - LXL

Award
„Ready to travel - the Modeka Viper LT comes with
complete protector equipment and removable braces. In
addition, the inner lining can be worn as a separate jacket.
With leather reinforcements on the inner legs, the suit
orientates itself in the genre of adventure. The elastic width
adjusters are particularly appealing, thanks to which the
suit offers plenty of freedom of movement despite it‘s tight
fit. The stretchy material on the collar and cuffs is also very
comfortable. The Tactel material is not too stiff, despite
the proper 750 denier fibres and laminated membrane.“
Motorrad News TIPP (9/2020)
„It doesn‘t get much better than that. With excellent safety
features and well thought-out equipment, the Modeka
Viper LT is a recommendation for mild weather.“ Motorrad
& Reisen SEHR GUT (99/2020)
„Sits, fits and offers effective ventilation. The most
economic suit in the test turns out to be a well-equipped
comfort winner with many adjustment options.“
Tourenfahrer PREIS-TIPP (06/2021)

Adventure
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Viper LT Lady

Tacoma III

#393

#147

#147

#10

#10

#10

Protection

Weather

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- lightweight, waterproof 2-layer laminate: Tactel® &
Humax® membrane
- doubled material on crash zones
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection
- S
 AS-TEC® back protector / level 2 (CE EN 1621-2:2014)
- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)

- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- A
 irCollar: fold-away collar
- H
 umax® laminate (10.000 mm water column)
- d
 etachable Midlayer jacket
- d
 etachable thermo lining in pants

Feature
- innovative stretch cuff
- d
 etachable braces

Jacket
Pants

084571
088211

34 - 46
34 - 46

18 - 23

72 - 80

Award
„Ready to travel - the Modeka Viper LT comes with
complete protector equipment and removable braces. In
addition, the inner lining can be worn as a separate jacket.
With leather reinforcements on the inner legs, the suit
orientates itself in the genre of adventure. The elastic width
adjusters are particularly appealing, thanks to which the
suit offers plenty of freedom of movement despite it‘s tight
fit. The stretchy material on the collar and cuffs is also very
comfortable. The Tactel material is not too stiff, despite
the proper 750 denier fibres and laminated membrane.“
Motorrad News TIPP (9/2020)

#10

#144

#144

#10

#144

#144

Protection
-

Weather

CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
1000 D Cordura® on crash zones (100 % polyamide)
DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection

- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13 for
XL - 6XL

- AirDraft: 2 ventilation flaps on chest with robust Fidlock®
magnet
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar

Feature
- emergency / ID pocket on left forearm
- innovative stretch cuff
- detachable braces

- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- detachable thermo lining

„It doesn‘t get much better than that. With excellent safety
features and well thought-out equipment, the Modeka
Viper LT is a recommendation for mild weather.“ Motorrad
& Reisen SEHR GUT (99/2020)
„Sits, fits and offers effective ventilation. The most
economic suit in the test turns out to be a well-equipped
comfort winner with many adjustment options.“
Tourenfahrer PREIS-TIPP (06/2021)

Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084093
084093
085593
085593

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

KM - K4XL

LS - L3XL

Adventure
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WE RIDE

TARAN

Adventure
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Taran

Versatile,
light-weight,
minimalistic

Taran
A modern cut touring suit.
The Taran is exceptionally light
as a 2in1 construction.
With a removable membrane and
the numerous
ventilation options Taran offers the
most flexible
possibilities for all kinds of everyday
adventures.
By the way: The range of sizes
speaks for itself.
With 23 sizes, the Taran is an
absolute
size wonder for everyone.

#10

#387

#387

#10

#10

#10

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
- 500 D Cordura® Ripstop on crash zones<br> (100 %
polyamide)
- 500 D polyamide
- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13 for
XL - 10XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- AirDraft: 2 ventilation flaps on chest with robust Fidlock®
magnet
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar

Feature
- emergency / ID pocket on left forearm
- innovative stretch cuff
- detachable braces

- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back

Jacket short and long in #10
Jacket
Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants
Pants

084650
084650
084650
088370
088370
088370

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL
S - 4XL
5XL

KM - K4XL
K5XL - K6XL

LM - L3XL

KM - K4XL
K5XL - K6XL
K8XL

LXS - L3XL

Adventure
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Taran Flash

we ride
visible
Effective visibility all over. During daylight,
the Taran jacket makes a discreet modern
impression, while at night this jacket has the
ability to literally make you shine.

Taran
Flash

#387

Protection
- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- Flash: selfreflecting 500D Cordura® material (100%
polyamide)
- 500 D Cordura® Ripstop on crash zones<br> (100 %
polyamide)
- 500 D polyamide
- YF® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN
1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13
for XL - 5XL

Jacket
Jacket

084655
084655

Weather
- AirDraft: 2 ventilation flaps on chest with robust Fidlock®
magnet
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- AirCollar: fold-away collar

Feature
- outside material Cordura® looks grey by day, luminous
at night
- emergency / ID pocket on left forearm
- innovative stretch cuff

- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back

S - 4XL
5XL

Adventure
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Touring

WE RIDE
LOCAL
A micro-adventure on your doorstep.
Breaking out of the routine.
Explore your own local area. Looking
for that one moment. Riding the perfect
route.

Uncomplicated, versatile
and multifunctional.
We design our clothing for all weather conditions. Our
touring suits have a waterproof membrane to keep you dry
and comfortable on cold and wet days of the year.
In most jackets and trousers, the membrane and thermal
lining can be removed so that you can adapt your suit
individually to the constantly changing weather conditions.
For the summer season, you can also choose from a wide
range of ventilation openings. Because when riding, you
should keep a cool head and feel comfortable in your
motorbike clothing.

WE RIDE
MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Touring
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WE RIDE
QUALITY
SAFETY IS NOT
EXCLUSIVE

Only with the perfect combination of safety-relevant materials, weather
protection and comfort can the mind concentrate on the essential:
riding.
Perhaps our greatest achievement is that we have long been able to
produce safety clothing at such a fair price that it is affordable for
everyone. We place a high value on quality, functional details and
attractive designs at a fair price: so that every motorcyclist is optimally
dressed for everyday riding - all year round.

WE RIDE
TOGETHER

We are proud of our huge size range. In total, we offer up
to 63 sizes in our clothing range.
Next to regular we have long and short sizes for women
and men available. So that everyone can ride safely on the
road.

Touring
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Tourrider II

Hawking II

#10

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather: 1,1 - 1,3 mm strong

- A
 irVent: ventilation zips

- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/15
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants
Pants

010722
010722
010722
022282
022282
022282

48 - 56
58 - 60
62 - 66
48 - 56
58 - 60
31

- d
 etachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)

98 - 110
114
25 - 28
29 - 30

98 - 110
114

#10

Feature
- T
 FL Cool System® reflects sunlight and remains
comfortably cool
- textile stretch in sleeves, crotch and calf

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather: 1,1 - 1,3 mm strong

- AirVent: ventilation zips

Feature
- padded leather details on back
- leather stretch in sides from axle till hip

- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/15
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants
Pants

010702
010702
010702
022232
022232
022232

46 - 56
58 - 60
62 - 66
46 - 56
58 - 60
62

98 - 110
114
25 - 28
29

98 - 110
114

Touring
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Helena Lady

TIMELESS
IN BLACK

A classic looking, waisted leather suit for female touring
riders in deepest black.
With the stretch in the sides, the longer cut back and
the supple leather, the Helena Lady is an absolute
wonder of comfort.

Helena
Lady

#10

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather: 1,1 - 1,3 mm strong

- AirVent: ventilation zips

Feature
- leather stretch in sides from axle till hip
- Leather stretch on the outer thigh

- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Pants

010920
022300

34 - 46
34 - 46

19 - 22

72 - 80

Touring
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Aeris + Lonic

Striker II + Clonic

#398

#393

#144

#10

#393

#144

#431

#10

#144

#431

#10

#144

Protection

Weather

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 500 D polyester
- 900 D polyester on crash zones

- A
 irDraft: 2 ventilation flaps on chest with robust Fidlock®
magnet
- A
 irVent: ventilation zips

- Y
 F® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for XS - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13 for
XL - 10XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- d
 etachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- D
 ry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- d
 etachable thermo lining

Protection

Award
„This Modeka ensemble (Aeris jacket & Lonic trousers)
is the airiest suit that offers a lot for its price. The
workmanship can easily compete with expensive textile
suits.“ Motorrad GUT (17/2019)
„Aeris is a truly tour-worthy size wonder at an affordable
price that should suit everyone.“ Motorrad & Reisen SEHR
GUT (93/2019)

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 500 D polyester
- 900 D polyester on crash zones

- AirVent: ventilation zips

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for XS - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13 for
XL - 10XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Feature
- upgradable with braces

- Humax® membrane (10.000 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

Feature
- innovative stretch cuff
- d
 etachable braces
Jacket short and long in #10
Aeris Jacket
Aeris Jacket
Aeris Jacket
Lonic Pants
Lonic Pants

084200
084200
084200
088190
088190

XS - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL
XS - 4XL

KM - K4XL
K5XL

LS - LXL

Striker II Jacket
Striker II Jacket
Striker II Jacket
Clonic Pants
Clonic Pants
Clonic Pants

083892
083892
083892
088192
088192
088192

XS - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL
XS - 4XL
5XL

KM - K4XL
K5XL

LM - L4XL

KM - K4XL
K5XL - K6XL
K8XL, K10XL

LXS - LXL

Touring
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Winslow + Crookton + Baxters

Tarex

#10

#398

#10

#10

#394

#394

#10

#10

#10

#431

#10

#10

Winslow

Crookton

Protection

Weather

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2019)
- 500 D polyamide
- doubled material on crash zones

- A
 irVent: ventilation zips

- W
 inner® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/16
for XL - 10XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Winslow Jacket
Winslow Jacket
Crookton Jacket
Crookton Jacket
Crookton Jacket
Baxters Pants
Baxters Pants
Baxters Pants

084220
084220
084590
084590
084590
088200
088200
088200

S - 4XL
5XL
S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL
S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL

- d
 etachable Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- d
 etachable thermo lining

Feature
- detachable braces

Protection
- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 600 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones
- Winner® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/16
for XL - 5XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084060
084060
088000
088000

Weather
- AirVent: ventilation zips

Feature
- detachable braces

- Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

S - 4XL
5XL
S - 4XL
5XL

LS - LXL

Touring
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Takuya Lady

Takuya
Lady

#10

#147

#147

#393

#10

#10

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
- 500 D Cordura® Ripstop on crash zones<br> (100 %
polyamide)
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection

Designed by women for women: This incredibly comfortable,
lightweight touring suit hugs your curves perfectly thanks to the
stretch areas on the body, arms and thighs.
Another highlight is the high ventilation potential. 10 AirVents let
fresh air through. The 360-degree reflectors also make you a real eyecatcher. With a total of 28 sizes, we won‘t let anyone down. Great, isn‘t
it?

Pure
comfort

- AirVent: ventilation zips
- detachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)

Feature
- innovative stretch cuff
- stretch panels in side from axle till hip, inside sleeves and
thighs

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 58
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket short and 52 - 58 in #10
Jacket
Pants

084470
088350

34 - 58
34 - 46

19 - 25
19 - 28

72 - 84

Touring
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Belastar Lady

Elaya Lady

#10

#140

#140

#398

#144

#393

#141

#140

#140

#10

#144

#395

Protection
- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2019)
- 750 D Tactel® (100 % polyamide)
- 500 D Cordura® Ripstop on crash zones<br> (100 %
polyamide)
- Y
 F® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-S 19
for 32 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 46
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Pants

084410
085160

32 - 46
34 - 46

Weather
- A
 irFlow: large mesh panels
- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- d
 etachable Sympatex® membrane
(45.000 mm water column)
- D
 ry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- d
 etachable thermo lining

Award
„A sporty touring suit for ladies, which is perfect for the
season between March and October. Suitable for warm
conditions, mesh parts allow air to come in.“ Motorrad &
Reisen GUT (82/2017)

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 450 D polyester
- ripstop polyester on crash zones

- AirVent: ventilation zips

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 46
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket short and long in #398

Pants short and long in #10

Jacket
Pants

34 - 46
34 - 46

084440
088250

18 - 22
18 - 22

- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back
- detachable thermo lining

Feature
- innovative stretch cuff
- elastic high waist band in pants for a perfect fit

68 - 84
72 - 84

Touring
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Amberly Lady + Amber Lady

Violetta Lady

#398

#394

#10

#10

Protection

Weather

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 500 D polyamide
- 500 D Cordura® Ripstop on crash zones<br> (100 %
polyamide)
- Y
 F® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
for 32 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC SCL-L 19
for 38 - 50
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

#394

- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- d
 etachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- D
 ry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back

#11

#10

#394

#431

#10

#394

#10

Feature
- innovative stretch cuff

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 500 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones

- AirVent: ventilation zips

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 58
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- Humax® membrane (10.000 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

Jacket 50 - 58 in #11
Amberly Jacket
Amber Pants

084480
088170

32 - 50
34 - 46

18 - 25

68 - 88

Jacket
Pants

084460
088340

34 - 58
34 - 46

19 - 28

72 - 80

Touring
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Luana Lady

Janika Lady

#401

#141

#419

#431

#10

#10

#10

Protection
- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 500 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones
- Winner® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 46
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Pants

084450
088280

34 - 46
34 - 46

Weather
- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- d
 etachable Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- d
 etachable thermo lining

Protection
- 330 D polyester
- 600 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones
- Winner® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
for 32 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 46
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Pants

084400
088180

Weather
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- detachable Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

32 - 46
34 - 46

Touring
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we ride

towards the sun

To ensure that you arrive relaxed at your destination when you ride in
hot summer temperatures, you need clothes that you feel comfortable
in. Our key element is the use of perforated textile material - called
mesh - which guarantees the pleasantly cooling wind to flow between
your body and the jacket.
We strategically positioned the mesh areas so the cool air - with or
without a wind shield - can effectively flow around you and your body.
This keeps your body temperature at the right level. Stay fresh.

Summer
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KHAO
AIR

Feel cool. Feel dry. The best companion for the
European summer.
On dry, summery days, the super-light Khao Air suit
promises the best ventilation thanks to large mesh
panels. In wet weather, the waterproof membrane
(removable) keeps you dry.

Khao Air

COOL ON THE ROAD

#392

#394

#145

#391

#394

#10

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 450 D polyamide
- doubled material on crash zones

- AirFlow: large mesh panels

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC SC-1/12
for S - 3XL
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13
for 4XL – K10XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jackt short in #394
Jacket
Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants
Pants

Feature
- upgradable with braces

- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)

Pants short in #10

084241
084241
084241
088300
088300
088300

S - 4XL
S - 4XL

KXL - K4XL
K6XL
K8XL - K10XL
KM - K4XL
K6XL
K8XL - K10XL

LS - L3XL

Summer
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KHAO AIR

Khao Air Lady

LADY

The summer companion par excellence for the
European hot season:
On dry summery days, the Khao Air Lady suit
promises maximum ventilation thanks to large
mesh panels. In wet weather, the waterproof
membrane (removable) keeps you dry.

#392

#394

#388

#10

#394

#388

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 450 D polyamide
- doubled material on crash zones

FEEL COOL
AND DRY

- AirFlow: large mesh panels

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 48
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Feature
- upgradable with braces

- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)

Pants short in #10
Jacket
Pants

084242
088301

34 - 48
34 - 46

18 - 24

72 - 80

Summer
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Veo Air

Veo Air

#10

#141

#141

#10

#141

#141

#397

Protection

Weather

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 500 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones

- upgradable with braces

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: SAS-TEC® back protector SC-L 19 for S - L
- upgradable: SAS-TEC® back protector SC-XL 19
for XL - 5XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

#61

Maximal
Ventilation

- AirFlow: large mesh panels

Feature

Light, minimalistic and 100% ready for your
tour in the summer: Veo Air. This monolayer
suit is the perfect companion for warm
temperatures thanks to its large mesh panels.

Jacket
Jacket
Pants
Pants

084290
084290
088380
088380

S - 4XL
5XL
S - 4XL
5XL

KL - K4XL

Summer
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Veo Air

Lady

Veo Air Lady

#141

#10

#10

#141

#10

#10

#397

Protection
- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 500 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones

- AirFlow: large mesh panels

Feature
- upgradable with braces

- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 48
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

#61

Fresh Air
Guarantee

Weather

Light, minimalistic and 100% ready for your
tour in the summer: Veo Air Lady. This
monolayer suit is the perfect companion for
warm temperatures thanks to it‘s large mesh
panels.

Jacket
Pants

084291
088381

34 - 48
34 - 48

Summer
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Yannik Air

#395

#431

#10

#395

#10

#10

Protection
- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 500 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones

Weather
- A
 irFlow: large mesh panels
- d
 etachable Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)

- Winner® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/11 for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12
for XL - 4XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Pants

084280
088290

S - 4XL
S - 4XL

Sport
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City Sport
we ride
fun

we ride
personality

Sport
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The streets are

your playground

Maximum riding fun
Sport
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Minos

Akono Air + Sporting III

#10

Protection

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather: 1,1 - 1,3 mm strong
- doubled material on crash zones

- A
 irFlow: perforated leather panels
- A
 irVent: ventilation zips

- SAS-TEC® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/16
- SAS-TEC® hip protector / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)

Jacket
Jacket
Pants

010703
010703
022233

46 - 56
58
46 - 56

#10

Protection

Feature
- t extile stretch in sleeves, crotch and calf
- velcro panels at knee for knee sliders

Weather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 500 D polyamide
- 500 D Cordura® Ripstop on crash zones<br> (100 %
polyamide)
- leather on inner knee
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric on calves as heat protection

- AirFlow: large mesh panels
- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the
back

Feature
- innovative stretch cuff
- textile stretch inside sleeves

- shoulder caps
- YF® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/11 for XS - S
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12
for M – 3XL
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

24 - 28

98 - 106

24 - 28

98 - 102

Akono Air Jacket
Sporting III Pants

084300
085923

XS - 3XL
XS - 4XL

KM - K2XL

LXS - L2XL

Sport
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#441

#442

#10

#436

#437

#395

#144

Lineos

Eloy

Protection

Protection

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 500 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2019)
- 600 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones

-

#436

s houlder caps
YF® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/11 for XS - S
upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12
for M – 3XL

#10

Weather

Weather

- AirVent: ventilation zips

- AirVent: ventilation zips

- detachable Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

- d
 etachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the back

Jacket
Jacket

084490

084250

S - 4XL

XS - 3XL

#395

#431

#401

#395

Aenergy

Clarke Sport

Protection

Protection

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- 450 D polyester
- ripstop polyester on crash zones

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- softshell (100 % polyester)

- Y
 F® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/11 for XS - S
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for M - 4XL

Weather

#395

-

#431

#10

shoulder caps
Winner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/11 for XS - L
upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for XL - 3XL

#395

Weather

- AirVent: ventilation zips
- Humax® membrane (10.000 mm water column)

- Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

Jacket

Jacket

084260

#144

- Winner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/11 for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for XL - 4XL

XS - 4XL

086680

XS - 3XL

Sport
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Urban

we ride freedom

Spending a day on the bike. Cruising through town,
meeting friends.
Stopping for a bite to eat. Philosophising about life,
enjoying the day.
Returning home.

Strong in character and ready for any adventure.
Our urban collection is inconspicuous and maximally
comfortable, while carrying all the necessary
protective features at the same time.
It‘s safe to wear to work and easy to wear on a date
in the evening.

we ride every day

Urban
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we ride equal
Has anyone already noticed? At Modeka we have a
female quota of 75%. We are proud of our women‘s
products.
So much energy and passion are put into the
collection for women, placing a big emphasis on fit,
comfort and design.

Pure, simple design.
The collection carries the spirit of casual old times
combined with modern technologies.
A timeless classic is the leather motorbike jacket.
For our 75th anniversary, we have designed a retroinspired jacket, designed for the wardrobe of every
motorcyclist.

we ride casual
Urban
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August 75

August 75

75 YEARS
KNOW HOW
The anniversary jacket for
Modeka‘s 75th birthday: The
summery leather jacket promises
you an absolutely casual tour.
The two stripes on the shoulders
are reminiscent of the retro era.
Paired with modern ventilation
technology and many inside
pockets, this is an extremely
practical leather jacket - welcome
to the present.

Protection
- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather

#121

#121

#10

#10

Weather
- AirFlow: perforated leather panels
- AirZip: optional ventilation panel at center front zip

- SW® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-XL 19 for
XL - 6XL

Jacket
Jacket

010930
010930

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

Urban
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#121

#10

#10

Bad Eddie

Ruven

Protection

Protection

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather

- S
 W® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for S - L
- upgradable: SAS-TEC® back protector SC-XL 19
for XL - 5XL

#121

#10

Weather

Weather
-

- SW® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-XL 19 for XL - 10XL

- AirVent: ventilation zips

 irFlow: perforated leather panels
A
AirVent: ventilation zips
detachable thermo vest
detachable hood

Jacket
Jacket
Jacket

Award

010880
010880
010880

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL

„Lovely made, well equipped jacket. The thermal vest scores at fresh temperaturess,
the many ventilation options create a cooling effect at heat.“ Dream Machines Tipp
(4/2019)
„Cool all-season jacket with a fluffy cut that doesn‘t constrict even stately riders. The
zip-off hood expands the range of uses - and looks casual.“ Roadster (5/2019)
Jacket
Jacket

010870
010870

S - 4XL
5XL

#10

#120

Vincent

Kaleo

Protection

Protection

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- cow leather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- Vintage goat leather

- S
 W® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-XL 19 for XL - 6XL

- SW® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19 for M- L
- upgradable: SAS-TEC® back protector SC-XL 19
for XL - 5XL

#10

Weather

Weather

- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- AirZip: optional ventilation panel at center front zip
- detachable thermo vest

- AirVent: ventilation zips

Feature
- leather stretch in sides from axle till hip

Jacket
Jacket

010890
010890

Jacket
Jacket

010811
010811

#120

M - 4XL
5XL

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

Urban
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Vest 1653
#300

#301

Vincent Aged
Feature
- 1,2 mm strong buffalo leather
- laced at sides

Protection

Vest
Vest
Vest

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- vintage buffalo leather
- S
 W® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for S - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-XL 19 for XL - 6XL

016530
016530
016530

#10

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL

#300

Weather
- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- AirZip: optional ventilation panel at center front zip
- detachable thermo vest

Feature
- leather stretch in sides from axle till hip

Jacket
Jacket

010891
010891

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

Badlands

Feature

#10

- cow leather
- laced at sides

#88

#10
Vest
Vest

Glasgow

016550
016550

M - 5XL
6XL

Protection
- h
 igh quality, water repellent wax cotton
- original british wax material coming from oldest manufacturer Millerain
- S
 AS-TEC® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for XS - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13 for
XL - 10XL

Weather

Diona Lady

- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- AirFlow: perforated leather panels
- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

Award
„Outside simple and unpretentious, inside high-tech - a jacket for life.“ Roadster
(4/2016)
“Classical look-and-feel and high modern equipment – Glasgow combines old-style
look with effective textile jacket know how. A wonderful all season jacket.” Motorrad
SEHR GUT (5/2012)
Jacket
Jacket
Jacket

083920
083920
083920

#88

Feature

#10

- cow leather
- laced at sides

Vest

016540

36 - 46

XS - 4XL
5XL - 6XL
8XL, 10XL

Urban
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#40

#395

Alva Lady

Iona Lady

Protection

Protection

- cow leather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- vintage buffalo leather

- S
 W® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19

#395

Weather

- SW® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19

- AirFlow: perforated leather panels
- detachable thermo vest

Feature
- leather stretch in sides from axle till hip

Feature

Award

- leather stretch in sides from axle till hip

„Soft, great leather in a chic, body-fitting vintage/racing look. The perforated leather
provides good ventilation and the stretch inserts keep the jacket flutter-free and in
shape. Great jacket at a fair price.“ Dream Machines Preis-Tipp (3/2020)

Award

010860

„The Iona Lady is like a lipstickred and feminine, but also an eye-catcher when
wearing a helmet. With its slim-fit cut and lateral leather stretch, it flatters the
female waist. Even without width adjustment she fits like a glove, neither bulges nor
pinches.“ Motorrad (17/2020)

34 - 46

Jacket

010910

34 - 46

#10

#10

Edda Lady

Kalea Lady

Protection

Protection

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2019)
- cow leather

- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2020)
- Vintage goat leather

- S
 W® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19

#10

- SW® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 2 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19

Weather

Weather

- AirVent: ventilation zips

- AirVent: ventilation zips

Feature

Feature

- detachable hood

- leather stretch at hip for sizes 48 - 52

Jacket

010840

34 - 46

#40

Weather

- AirFlow: perforated leather panels

Jacket

#141

Jacket

010810

#10

34 - 52

Urban
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Thiago
#61

#88

#10

Thiago

Protection
- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- poylamide/cotton mix (65% polyamide, 35% cotton)
- YF® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/12 for XS - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/13 for
XL - 6XL

#61

Weather
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the back

Jacket
Jacket

086710
086710

XS - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

#61

#88

Thiago Lady

Casual
on the road
Casual riding with lots of function: The matt outer
material, the stitched details on the shoulder, elbow
and back together with the fine leather elements
create a minimalist look.
With the use of ventilation zips and a waterproof
membrane (removable), the Thiago jacket becomes
an all-rounder for rainy and sunny days.

Protection
- CE class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- poylamide/cotton mix (65% polyamide, 35% cotton)
- YF® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19
for 34 - 36
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-L 19
for 38 - 46

#61

Weather
- AirVent: ventilation zips
- detachable Humax® membrane
(10.000 mm water column)
- Dry & Airy: membrane jacket can be worn alone in the back

Jacket

086711

34 - 46

Urban

85

#85

#397

#10

#10

Hootch

Clarke

Protection

Protection

- 1 00 % cotton
- fully lined with 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2020)
- softshell (100 % polyester)
- doubled material on crash zones

- W
 inner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19 for XS - L
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-XL 19 for XL - 4XL

#85

- Winner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19 for XS - L
- upgradable: SAS-TEC® back protector SC-XL 19
for XL - 5XL

#10

Weather
Jacket

086690

- Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo vest

XS - 4XL

Feature
- detachable hood

Jacket
Jacket

#85

086561
086561

XS - 4XL
5XL

#10

#10

Hootch Lady

Clarke Lady

Protection

Protection
- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2020)
- softshell (100 % polyester)
- doubled material on crash zones

- 1 00 % cotton
- fully lined with 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric
- W
 inner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19

#85

- Winner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M/L 19

#10

Weather
Jacket

086690

36 - 44

- Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo vest

Feature
- detachable hood

Jacket

086562

34 - 46

Urban
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We ride
jeans
There is no one
who doesn‘t have
them.

It is impossible to imagine the world without jeans.
For about a decade, they have been conquering our
motorbike hearts and have truly revolutionised the
the way we think about safety gear. As part of our
URBAN collection, we produce motorbike jeans that
are indistinguishable from ordinary jeans and provide
you with optimum protection on your rides.
Three criteria are crucial in developing a pair of
Modeka jeans: A fit that feels the way you want it to.
Protection that is inconspicuously tucked into every
pair of jeans. And last but not least, great design.

Jeans
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#303

#303

#304

Glenn Cool

Nyle Cool

Callan

Protection

Protection

Protection

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (88 % cotton, 10 % polyester, 2 % elastane)
- full layer of 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fiber and Coolmax®

- C
 E class AA (EN 17092-3:2021)
- 12,5 oz denim, woven with Cordura® and Coolmax®
(50 % cotton, 30 % Coolmax®, 20 % Cordura®)
- 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric at hip and knee

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (88 % cotton, 10 % polyester, 2 % elastane)
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric in hip, knee and seating area
(60 % DuPont™ KEVLAR®, 40 % polyester)

- u
 ltra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- ultra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- ultra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Feature

- reflective tape inside for rolling up

tapered regular fit

Jeans

088310

Weather

Feature

- reflective tape inside for rolling up

Award
28-36/32

28K-40K/30

32L-38L/34

#313

„The light-weight Nyle Cool is very comfortable to wear both on the bike and in
everyday life. It offers good protection, large-area aramid fabric, but also Cordura®
that is worked into the upper material. And all this at an attractive price.“ Motorrad
KAUFTIPP (2/2020)
„All samples passed the abrasion test with low wrinkling due to the stretch content.
Low material loss with good slip path and satisfactory friction values. All jeans
showed no holes.“ Motorrad News PREIS-TIPP (8/2021)

- AirVent: ventilation zips

Feature
- reflective tape inside for rolling up
tapered regular fit short in #304

Jeans

088400

30-40/32

32K-40K/30

tapered regular fit

#313
Jeans

088230

28-40/32

Jeans
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#10

#10

#88

#88

#303

Brandon

Brandon Cargo

Sonic Mono

Protection

Protection

Protection

- C
 E class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 10 oz denim (98 % cotton, 2 % elastane)
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric in hip, knee and seating area
(60 % DuPont™ KEVLAR®, 40 % polyester)

- C
 E class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 10 oz denim (98 % cotton, 2 % elastane)
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric in hip, knee and seating area
(60 % DuPont™ KEVLAR®, 40 % polyester)

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- Monolayer jeans 12,5 oz Denim
(75 % cotton, 13% polyester, 10 % Cordura®, 2 % Lycra)

- u
 ltra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- u
 ltra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Feature

Feature

- reflective tape inside for rolling up

- reflective tape inside for rolling up

tapered regular fit

slim fit short in #10

Jeans

088240

28-40/32

Jeans

088245

#303

- ultra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Feature

28-40/32

- reflective tape inside for rolling up
slim fit

32K-40K/30

Jeans

088390

28-40/32

32K-40K/30

32L-36L/34

#303

Jeans
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Glenn II

Favorite Jeans

#303

Casual jeans with unobtrusive
protection: The Glenn II is a motorbike
jeans for everyone. With its 25 available
sizes and 2% stretch content, it is a true
size miracle.
As before, we rely on the tried and
tested Regular Tapered Fit for the
Glenn successor. From the waist to
the knee, the Glenn II is straight, and
from the knee it stretches curvaceously
inwards. This banana-shaped fit gives
you the freedom of movement you
need in both sitting and standing
mode.

#304

#313

#312

#312

Glenn II

Protection
- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (88 % cotton, 10 % polyester, 2 % elastane)
- 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric at hip and knee
- SW® protectors on knee / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

tapered regular fit

Jeans

088065

28-40/32

30K-44K/30

32L-38L/34

#312

Jeans

95

#10

#140

#61

#60

#304

#61

#311

Glenn

Glenn Slim

Protection

Protection

- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (98 % cotton, 2 % elastane)
- 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric at hip and knee

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (88 % cotton, 10 % polyester, 2 % elastane)
- 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric at hip and knee

- SW® protectors on knee / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

#304

#304

- ultra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Feature

tapered regular fit

- reflective tape inside for rolling up
Jeans

088060

28-40/32

30K-44K/30

32L-38L/34

slim fit

Jeans

088061

28-36/32

30K-34K/30

28L-34L/34

#61

Jeans
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#10

#60
#10

#120

#60

Alexius

Ryley

Stemp

Protection

Protection

Protection

- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (98 % cotton, 2 % elastane)
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric in hip, knee and seating area
(60 % DuPont™ KEVLAR®, 40 % polyester)

- cow leather

- buffalo leather

- upgradable with SAS-TEC® SCL-1 or SC-1/KA protectors for knee

- upgradable with SAS-TEC® SCL-1 or SC-1/KA protectors for knee

Feature

Feature

- length can be shortened individually

- length can be shortened individually

Jeans
Jeans

Jeans
Jeans

- SW® protectors on knee / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

slim fit

Jeans

088160

28-40/32

020060
020060

48 - 56
58 - 60

020100
020100

46 - 56
58 - 60

Ladies: 36 - 44

Jeans
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Tabera
Lady

#313

Developed with female passion:
Tabera Lady is our new slim-fit jeans.
The rounded design in the behind area
not only looks good, but also provides
amazing comfort and fitting when
sitting.
The Tabera Lady is a modern-looking
motorbike jeans without a lot of
frills. The ultra-flat SAS-TEC® knee
protectors are nearly invisible. These
protectors are extremely flexible
and offer maximum wearing comfort
alongside the stretch incorporated
into the denim.

Ready for
your urban
adventure

#304

#303

#311

#305

Tabera Lady

Sorelle Lady

Protection

Protection

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (88 % cotton, 10 % polyester, 2 % elastane)
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric in hip, knee and seating area
(60 % DuPont™ KEVLAR®, 40 % polyester)

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (88 % cotton, 10 % polyester, 2 % elastane)
- 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric at hip and knee

- ultra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Feature

Feature

- stretch panels above knee
- reflective tape inside for rolling up
- without crotch seam for comfortable sitting

- reflective tape inside for rolling up
slim fit short in #303

Jeans

088410

- ultra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

34 - 44

slim fit
18 - 25

Jeans

088260

34 - 46

18 - 22

Jeans
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#10

#10

#60

#10

#10

Idabella Lady

Abana Lady

Deola Lady leggings

Luzie Lady leggings

Protection

Protection

Protection

Protection

- 1 1 oz denim with waxed surface (100 % cotton)
- 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric at hip and knee

- 1 1.05 oz denim with stretch (98 % cotton, 2 % elastane)
- 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric at hip and knee

- stretch leggings (48 % polyester, 46 % cotton, 6 % elastane)
- fully lined with 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric

- S
 W® protectors on knee / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- S
 W® protectors on knee / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2021)
- Stretch-Leggings (100 % polyester)
- fully lined with 100 % DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric

- stretch panels above knee
slim fit

Jeans

085636

34 - 46

slim fit short in #60

Jeans

088090

34 - 44

18 - 20

- ultra flat knee protectors SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA / level 1 (EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

- upgradable: ultra flat SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA protectors for knee and hip

Feature

Feature

- elastic high waist

- stretch panels above knee
- elastic high waist

slim fit

slim fit

Jeans

Jeans

088420

34 - 46

088270

34 - 46

18 - 21

18 - 25

Jeans
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we ride more

Let‘s lake a look at the essential layers under a textile or leather combination: it‘s no secret that functional materials
regulate your body temperature.
This is the key to a result that feels good. Only then can you concentrate on the really important things.

Additionals

105

#2005

Midlayer

T-Shirt Modeka

- insulation jacket to wear underneath or separately
- warming insulation: filled with 76 g polyester
- 100% polyamide outer fabric, 100% polyester padding

- cotton shirt with stretch
- round neck for Men, V-Neck for Ladies

Jacket
Jacket

080502
080502

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

Shirt

34 - 46

110659

M - 4XL

#86

DS - DXL

#10

#2009

TECH DRY BANDANA

Braces

- all-Season: light-weight, not noticeable functional underwear for Men & Ladies
- air Channel: excess heat is circulated to the outside through textile ventilation
channels
- efficient moisture-transferring ability keeps rider dry
- unique collar construction: raised collar (bandana)

-

Longsleeve

Braces

110655

S - 4XL

Tactel® and stretch fabric (100 % polyamide)
suitable for all trousers with preparation for braces (2 buckles and zipper)
112 cm: XS - M, 34 - 42
117 cm: L - 3XL, 44 - 58
122 cm: 4XL - 10XL

086410

112 cm, 117 cm, 122 cm

#86

#10

Additionals
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#10

#140

#10

#140

#10

#140

TECH DRY

TECH COOL

Feature

Feature

- a
 ll-Season: light-weight, not noticeable functional underwear for Men & Ladies
- air Channel: excess heat is circulated to the outside through textile ventilation
channels
- efficient moisture-transferring ability keeps rider dry
- material: 54 % polyamide, 40 % polypropylene Soft, 6 % elastane

- f or summer: cooling functional for women and men
- Coolmax® technology keeps cool and dry
- material: 96 % polyamide, 4 % elastane

Award

„This is the way it has to be: The tidily manufactured Tech Cool is at least as thirsty
as the rider itself. The water we applied had been transported to the outside within
the first 10 minutes and the inside was completely dry.“ Tourenfahrer TESTSIEGER
(8/2021)

„The functional underwear by Modeka satisfies with a soft material, very good
workmanship and an excellent isolation. The value for money is undisputed and it is
the perfect base layer for every ride.” Motorrad SEHR GUT (20/2017)
Longsleeve
Pants
Balaclava

110652
110653
120060

S - 4XL
S - 4XL
universal

Award

„Unrestricted of freedom of movement, collar closes high but not annoying, good
moisture transport, robust, good fit.“ Motorrad GUT (18/2020)
Longsleeve
Pants
Balaclava

110654
110656
120070

S - 4XL
S - 4XL
universal

Additionals
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#10

Black Rain
- textile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester) : 100 % water- and windproof
- mesh lining
- long diagonal zip

#431

#431
Suit

080190

S - 4XL

AX DRY II
- PU-coated polyamide material: 100% waterproof
- practical: waterproof hood with thin stretch material on the top of the head
hood can be stowed in the collar
- ultra packable (including pouch)

Jacket

080291

M - 4XL

#53

VIOLA DRY LADY
- textile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester) : 100 % water- and windproof

Jacket

080310

#431

34 - 48

#11

AX DRY
8023

- PU-coated polyamide material: 100% waterproof
- long zip on the side to slip in easily
- ultra packable (including pouch)

- textile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester): 100 % water- and windproof
Pants

081550

S - 4XL

#10

Jacket
Jacket

080320
080230

S - 4XL
5XL - 6XL

#10

Additionals
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#10

#10

#50

#50

Easy Summer

Easy Winter

Basic Mesh

Basic

- textile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester) : 100 % water- and windproof

- textile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester) : 100 % water- and windproof
- lined

- reflective vest (100 % polyester)
- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation
- perfect to wear over summer gear

- reflective vest (100 % polyester)

Pants

081520

S - 6XL

Pants

#10

081521

S - 3XL

Vest
Vest
Vest

#10

Rain boot

Rain boot

- textile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester) : 100 %
water- and windproof
- anti-slip in palm

- t extile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester) : 100 %
water- and windproof
- r einforced sole

- t extile fabric with PVC coating (100 % polyester) : 100 %
water- and windproof
- half sole

087420

086300

086320

S - 2XL

016720
016720
016720

XS - 4XL
6XL
8XL - 10XL

#431

#105

Warning

Doc Silver

- reflective vest (100 % polyester)

- reflective vest (100 % polyester)
- self reflecting coating
- outside material Cordura® looks grey by day, luminous at night

Vest
S/M, L/XL, XXL

XS - 4XL
6XL
8XL - 10XL

#10

Rain glove

S - 2XL

016721
016721
016721

Vest
Vest
Vest

016700

XXS - 4XL
Vest

016900

M - 4XL

Additionals
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#3009
Black

#7500
Ghost

#7501
Pirates

#7502
Skulls

#7503
Skulls
grey

#7504
Bloody
Skulls

#7505
Skulls
Roses

#7508
American
Spirit

#7514
Beast

Madoxx

6026

6026 Air

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- Outlast® lining for balancing temperature

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- extremely breathable due to knobs
- doubled velcro fastener for better fit

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation
- doubled velcro fastener for better fit

060260

060265

060290

#7516
Custombike

#7517
Apps black

#7518
Badboy

#7520
Joker
green

#7521
Flames
Black

#7524
Apps
Lime

#7525
Apps
Pink

#7526
Apps
BLUE

multifunctional tube
- multifunctual tubular accessory. Designed to keep you
warm in the cold
110630

XS - 4XL

S - 2XL

S - 2XL

#7527
Jackie

Tinka Lady

6027

6028

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- ergonomic lady fit

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- extremely breathable due to knobs

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- warm detachable Polartec® fleece

060310

060270

060280

S - XL

S-L

S - 2XL

universal

Multi Fleece

6021

6016

6018

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- breathable

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- breathable

- kidney belt, outer material: 100 % Polyester
- breathable

060210

060160

060180

- elastic tube scarf with warm fleece
110631

universal

#7502 Skulls

S-L

S - XL

S - 2XL

#10 BLACK

Additionals
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Kids

El Chango Kids

EL CHANGO

#141

#431

#141

#10

Protection
Waterproof touring suit for kids: The Modeka El
Chango Kids is a budget-friendly full entry-level
suit for kids who like to ride or come along.
The Modeka special feature: The jacket and
trousers grow with the child. The length of the
sleeves and legs can be quickly and flexibly
extended by 5 cm using a covered zip.

First
adventures
for
young riders

- 600 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones
- Winner® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Jacket
Pants

083249
085826

#397

Feature

Weather
- AirVent: ventilation zips

- Sleeves and Legs around 5 cm prolongable
- detachable braces

- Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo lining

116, 128, 140, 152, 164
116, 128, 140, 152, 164

Kids

117

Tourex II Kids

Clarke Kids

Protection
- CE class A (EN 17092-4:2020)
- softshell (100 % polyester)
- doubled material on crash zones

#419

#10

#431

- Winner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19

Weather
- Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- detachable thermo vest

#10

Feature
- detachable hood

Jacket

#419

#10

086565 128, 140, 152, 164

#400

#141

#431

#10

X-Vent Kids

Protection
- 600 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones

Protection
- 600 D polyester
- doubled material on crash zones
- Winner® protectors on shoulder, elbow, knee / level 1
(CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Weather
- A
 irVent: ventilation zips
- H
 itex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)
- d
 etachable thermo lining

Feature
- S
 leeves and Legs around 5 cm prolongable
- detachable braces

- Winner® protectors on shoulder and elbow / level 1 (CE EN 1621-1:2012)
- upgradable: back protector SAS-TEC® SCL-M 19

#141

Weather
- AirFlow: large mesh panels
- detachable Hitex® membrane (2.500 mm water column)

Feature
- Sleeves around 5 cm prolongable

Jacket
Pants

083251
083252

128, 140, 152, 164
128, 140, 152, 164

Jacket

084191

128, 140, 152, 164

Kids
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#10

#397

#401

Alexius Kids

#431

#431

MX-Top Kids

Freeze Evo Kids

Protection

Protection

- material mix of amara and breathable mesh
- reinforcements in crash areas
- knuckle protector

- material mix of cow leather and polyester
- knuckle padding

#10

#304

Protection
- 11.05 oz denim with stretch (98 % cotton, 2 % elastane)
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® fabric in hip, knee and seating area
(60 % DuPont™ KEVLAR®, 40 % polyester)
- upgradable: ultra flat knee protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/KA
- upgradable: hip protector SAS-TEC® SC-1/07 or SC-1/KA

Weather

Weather
- AirFlow: large mesh panels

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)
- warm 3M-Thinsulate™ inner lining

Feature
- adjustable, elastic waistband
slim fit
Gloves
Jeans

088161

074171

S - XL

Gloves

072091

S - XL

128, 140, 152, 164

Back protection
#10

Protection
-

elastic breathable mesh fabric
protectors on shoulder, elbow and back
protectors certified according to EN 1621-1:2012 and EN 1621-2:2014
chest protection with breathable padding

#10

Kids Summer

Lane Kids

Protection

Protection

- cow leather
- knuckle protector

- cow leather
- knuckle reinforced
- shift pad

#10

Feature
- integrated kidney belt

Back protection

069821

116, 128, 140, 152, 164

Weather
- AirFlow: large mesh panels

Sneaker
Gloves

040750 34 - 36

073230 S - XL

Kids
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we ride high performance

PROTECTORS
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No compromises

Protectors are your crumple zone in case of a fall.
Therefore, we recommend wearing a back protector
with the best protection level 2. In the event of a
serious impact, the memory foam deforms, absorbing

and distributing the impact energy over a larger area,
minimizing the force on your back and spine.

SAS-TEC back protectors
Protection
- 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam with outstanding shock absorption values
- fulfills highest protection level 2 for back protector
(residual force according to EN 1621-2:2014 under 9 kN)

SC-1/11

SC-1/12

SC-1/16

SC-1/13

110387

110388

110389

110390

SC-1/14

SC-1/15

110383

110384

SCL-S 19

SCL-M 19

SCL-M/L 19

SCL-L 19

SCL-XL 19

110391

110395

110392

110394

110393

PROTECTORS
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SC-1/KB2

SC-1/KA

SCL-1

SC-2/07

SC-1/07

Viscotec

- h
 ighly flexible, ultra flat SAS-TEC® protector made of
viscoelastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- H
 ighly flexible , ultra flat protector made of viscoelastic
soft foam (perfect for jeans)
- c
 ertified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 1)

- s oft SAS-TEC® 3D-Protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- SAS-TEC® 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- SAS-TEC® 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 1)

- 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 1)

- used for shoulder, elbow, knee, hip

- u
 sed for shoulder, elbow, knee, hip

- used for shoulder, elbow, knee

- used for hips

- used for hips

- used for hips

110374

110377

110386

110375

110385

110400

SCL-2

SC-1/05

SC-1/02

SC-1/CP2

- s oft SAS-TEC® 3D-Protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- S
 AS-TEC® 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- c
 ertified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- S
 AS-TEC® 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- SAS-TEC® 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-3:2018 (level 1)

- used for shoulder, elbow, knee

- u
 sed for elbow, knee

- used for shoulder, elbow, knee

- used for chest

110399

110380

110381

110398

SC-1/01

YF B01

YF B02

Protector vest 6983

Back protection

Back protection

- S
 AS-TEC® 3D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- 3
 D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- c
 ertified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 1)

- 3
 D protector from visco elastic soft foam
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 1)

- elastic breathable mesh fabric

- elastic breathable mesh fabric

- used for shoulder

- u
 sed for shoulder, elbow, knee

- used for shoulder, elbow

- including SAS-TEC® back protector
- certified according to CE EN 1621-1:2012 (level 2)

- protectors on shoulder, elbow and back
- protectors certified according to EN 1621-1:2012 and EN
1621-2:2014
- chest protection with breathable padding

- impact resistant special plastic
- movable protection elements

110376

110406

110405

069830

069810

S-L

S - 2XL
069820

XS - 2XL

PROTECTORS
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we ride gloves
IN GOOD HANDS
WITH US.
You‘re accelerating, braking, steering. You control
your motorbike with your hands. They are the
connecting link between you and your bike.
So there‘s no doubt that we need to protect your
hands well. The key is a perfect fit, that doesn‘t
compromise safety, grip, touch and control. Whether
in noisy city traffic, on twisty country roads, on- or
off-road.

Gloves
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Panamericana
#431

#10

Panamericana

Protection
- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- sleek cow leather, Tactel® and amara
- SuperFabric® reinforcements
- SAS-TEC® knuckle protector

Weather

For your
next
adventure

- Sympatex® membrane (45.000 mm water column)
- visor wiper

#401

Award
„The Panamericana convinces with its pleasing leather-textile mix and functional
protector equipment. Fit and thermal performance are optimal, combined with
the sensible, climate-regulating Sympatex membrane a great glove at an awesome
price.“ Dream Machines (03/2021)
„A great glove with excellent value for money. During a three-day trip with heavy
downpours, the glove stays waterproof and the fingers stay pleasantly dry.“
Motorrad & Reisen SEHR GUT (88/2019)
„Immaculate manufactoring and workmanship with high safety features, super
reinforcements, high quality haptics - and all of that for a fair price.“ MO (65/2018)

Versatile, waterproof adventure glove:
The Panamericana glove is specifically
designed for on-road or off-road riding
in unstable weather conditions in spring,
summer and autumn. It is based on the
Panamericana adventure suit, where our
development team traded ventilation
for waterproofing.
Worth mentioning is the 3D knuckle
protector by SAS-TEC®, which is made
of a flexible, viscoelastic soft foam and
provides excellent protective shock
absorption.

Gloves

074250 8 - 12

DXS - DL

Sonora Dry

Protection
- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- highly abrasion resistant kangaroo leather on inside hand
- SuperFabric® reinforcements
- knuckle protector padded with Temperfoam®

Weather
- AirFlow: mesh panels
- Porelle® membrane (10.000 mm water column)

Award
„Modeka uses fine materials for the Sonora Dry. Good safety features, high wearing
comfort and great dexterity give the short glove the price-performance victory.“
Tourenfahrer PREIS-TIPP (4/2021)

#10

„The Modeka Sonora Dry is a great, comfortable, high-quality and above all
inexpensive glove for warmer weather. It is alternatively available without
membrane, then also in short and long sizes with coloured accents“.
Motorrad SEHR GUT (16/2019)

Gloves

074271

6 - 12

Gloves
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#431

#398

#10

Tacoma

Gobi Dry

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- sleek cow leather, Tactel® and amara
- Schoeller® Keprotec® reinforcements
- SAS-TEC® knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- leather reinforcements on inside hand
- knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- Porelle® membrane (10.000 mm water column)
- visor wiper

#394

- AirFlow: mesh panels
- Porelle® membrane (10.000 mm water column)

#10

Award
„The Membrane glove with short cuff has a perfect fit, and it´s waterproof.“
Motorrad GUT (10/2015)

Gloves

074161

6 - 13

long in #10

Gloves

072110

8 - 14

DXS - DL

L8-L11

Air Ride Dry

Aras Dry

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- Tactel® fabric for peerless comfort
- reinforcements on fingers
- knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- velours leather panels
- foam padding on upper hand
- leather coated knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- Porelle® membrane (10.000 mm water column)
- visor wiper

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#11

#10

Feature
- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use
Gloves

Gloves

070101

074211

6 - 12

6 - 13

Gloves
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#419

Thanos

Makari

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- sleek cow leather, Tactel® and amara
- SuperFabric® reinforcements
- knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- windproof softshell material (100% polyester)
- tear resistant goat leather
- knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- Porelle® membrane (10.000 mm water column)
- warm 3M-Thinsulate™ inner lining
- visor wiper

#10

- Porelle® membrane (10.000 mm water column)
- thin, cold-insulating PRIMALOFT® lining
- visor wiper

Feature

Feature

- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use
- double cuff: inside with extra long neoprene

- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use

Gloves

Gloves

073500 6 - 13

073520 6 - 12

#10

DS - DXL

#10

Stavanger

Freeze Evo

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- Schoeller® Keprotec® reinforcements
- leather coated knuckle protector

- material mix of cow leather and polyester
- knuckle padding

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)
- warm 3M-Thinsulate™ inner lining

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)
- warm 3M-Thinsulate™ inner lining
- visor wiper

#431

#10
Gloves

Gloves

070440 8 - 13

072090 6 - 12

DXS - DL

Gloves
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Miako
#10

Miako Air

Protection

Matt sporty carbon look: The new Miako sports
glove family offers the protection and comfort
you desire. Both models feature a carbon
knuckle protector and palm slider. Perforations
and finger vents offer a good air circulation.
Try it on and experience it yourself.

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- carbon palm slider
- doubled material and TPU protector on small finger
- carbon knuckle protector

Weather
- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation
- AirFlow: perforated leather sections

#395

Feature
- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use

Gloves

074311

6 - 12

#10

#10

Miako

Challenge Short

Protection

Protection

- c
 ertified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- carbon palm slider
- doubled material and TPU protector on small finger
- carbon knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- highly abrasion resistant kangaroo leather on inside hand
- SuperFabric® reinforcements
- carbon palm slider

Feature
- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use

Gloves

074310

8 - 12

DS - DXL

#395

Feature

#395

- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use

Gloves

074221

8 - 12

Gloves
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#395

#417

#10

#395

Daren

Baali

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® material on inside hand
- reinforcements on fingers
- knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- DuPont™ KEVLAR® material on inside hand
- reinforcements on fingers
- knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- AirFlow: ventilation openings on fingers

Gloves

074190

#437

6 - 12

#10

- AirFlow: ventilation openings on fingers

Gloves

#432

074200 6 - 12

#398

#10

#10

Sportie

Fuego

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- carbon reinforcements on upper hand and fingers
- reinforcements in crash areas
- carbon knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- Tactel® fabric for peerless comfort
- Schoeller® Keprotec® reinforcements
- amara panels
- leather coated knuckle protector

#394

#395
Gloves

073360 6 - 12

Gloves

072120

6 - 14

DXS - DL

Gloves
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#431

#401

Sonora

Ready for
summer?

Sonora

Protection
- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- highly abrasion resistant kangaroo leather on inside hand
- SuperFabric® reinforcements
- knuckle protector padded with Temperfoam®

The award-winning Sonora is a musthave for summer rides. A highlight is the
kangaroo leather used in the palm.
The leather is thin and abrasionresistant at the same time and thus
ensures very good grip and tactility.
The ventilation on the fingers and back
of the hand ensure the right amount of
fresh air supply in the summer months.
Ready?

Weather
- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

Award
„The Modeka Sonora is the jogging suit among the summer gloves. Extremely
comfortable, lots of feeling and enough air. It scores in all categories and has justly
earned the award as a purchase tip.“ Motorrad KAUFTIPP (11/2021)
„Good fitting,impressing grip feeling.“ Enduro TIPP (1/2018)
„The Sonora glanced during our practical test. Its a good summer touring glove with
commendable characteristics.“ Motorrad & Reisen GUT (87/2018)

Gloves

074270 6 - 12

K8-K11

L8-L11

Gloves

141

Breeze
#419

Protection
- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- Schoeller® Keprotec® reinforcements
- reinforcements in crash areas
- knuckle protector padded with Temperfoam®

Weather
- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

#10

Gloves

074240 6 - 13

#436

#437

Air Ride

Gobi Traveller II
#397

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- reinforcements on fingers
- knuckle protector padded with Temperfoam®

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- reinforcements in crash areas
- knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

Feature

Lady sizes in #419 and #11

Gloves

070100 6 - 12

#10

- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use
DS - DXL
Gloves

#11

074162

6 - 13

Gloves
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Sahara Traveller

Janto Air

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- reinforcements in crash areas
- knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- material mix of amara and breathable mesh
- reinforcements on fingers
- knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

#10
Gloves

073290 6 - 12

K8-K11

Feature

#10

- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use

L8-L11
Gloves

074320 6 - 13

#10

#397

#10

#400

#401

Sahara Short

MX Top

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- reinforcements in crash areas
- knuckle protector

- material mix of amara and breathable mesh
- reinforcements in crash areas
- knuckle protector

Weather

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

#431

Weather

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

#431

#149
Gloves

Gloves

073291

074170

6 - 12

6 - 12

Gloves

145

Airing

Mesh

Protection

Protection

- cow leather
- leather coated knuckle protector

- material mix of amara and breathable mesh
- knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

Gloves

072130

6 - 12

#10

Gloves
Gloves

#10

072071 6 - 13
072070 DXS - DL

Janika Lady

X-Air

Protection

Protection

- material mix of cow leather and polyester
- reinforcements on fingers
- knuckle padding

- cow leather
- leather coated knuckle protector

Weather
- AirFlow: mesh panels for best ventilation

#10
Gloves

Gloves

074280 DS - DXL

#395

070541 6 - 12

Gloves
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we ride classic leather

Strong in character. Made entirely of
leather. Meticulous aesthetics. The
gloves can tell stories.
They collect new experiences and
kilometres with you as the rider.

Gloves

149

#144

#120

#122

#10

Hot Classic

#40

#10

Hot Two

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- leather coated knuckle protector

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- leather coated knuckle protector

Weather

Weather

- AirFlow: perforated leather sections

- AirFlow: perforated leather sections

Feature

„For retro fans with a strong need for protection. Hot Classic is the only glove in
our overview which is equipped with a knuckle protector - covered stylishly with a
leather layer. The inner lining is comfortable, the leather is very soft. Medium price.“
Motorrad News (7/2016)

Gloves

070120 6 - 14

- stretch panels
- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use

#121

Gloves
Gloves

070122
070123

8 - 13
DS - DXL

#45

Gloves
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Steeve II

Highway

Protection

Protection

- cow leather
- leather reinforcements on inside hand
- leather coated knuckle protector

- cow leather

Weather
- AirFlow: perforated upper hand

Feature
- touch tip for smartphone and navigation use

#10
Gloves

Gloves

070310 XS - 2XL

#10

074302 6 - 12

#10

Camira Lady

Aras

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- knuckle padding

- certified according to EN 13594:2015 „protective gloves for professional
motorcycle riders“
- goat leather
- foam padding on upper hand
- doubled fabric on inside hand
- leather coated knuckle protector

Gloves

074230 DS - DXL

#395

#10
Gloves

074210

6 - 12

Gloves
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We ride boots

At Modeka, we challenge ourselves with
every new development to ensure your
feet are adequately protected on the
bike and comfortable off the bike.
Whether riding around town, planning
the tour of a lifetime or going into the
terrain, our Modeka boots are designed
to let you ride for as long as you want.

Boots
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IKARUS
#10

Ikarus

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#120

Feature
- width adjustment with buckles
shaft height: 32 cm / size 43

Boots

040741

40 - 47

#10

Tariko

It´s getting dirty
Ready to go? The waterproof Ikarus boot offers
full touring capability for your adventures. The
soft enduro boot is designed for great freedom of
movement - both when riding on the road and for
walking in comfort when off the bike.
The non-slip sole offers a confident step even on
muddy ground, and the heel meshes well with the
ratchet when riding standing up.

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#120

Feature
- width adjustment with buckles
shaft height: 27.5 cm / size 43

Boots

040930

39 - 47

Boots
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Hydros

Muddy Track Evo II

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated matt leather
- textile panels
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather

Weather
- Sympatex® membrane (45.000 mm water column)

Feature

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#10

shaft height: 20 cm / size 43

shaft height: 27.5 cm / size 43

040880

#120

- width adjustment via buckles

- width adjustment on calves with velcro

Boots

Feature

Boots

39 - 47

040736

39 - 47

Valeno

Muddy Track Evo

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated matt leather
- breathable Cordura® material
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated matt leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather

Weather

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#10

Feature

#10

- width adjustment via buckles

shaft height: 25.5 cm / size 43
shaft height: 20 cm / size 43
Boots

040460

37 - 47
Boots

040735

37 - 47

Boots
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Nicoletta Lady

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

Feature

#10

- lengthens the legs around 6 cm (4 cm heal outside, 2 cm inside sole)
shaft height: 22.5 cm / size 40

Boots

040970

36 - 42

Orella Lady

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- velours cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#10
shaft height: 20 cm / size 40

Boots

040990

36 - 42

Boots
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Arunas

Monza II

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated matt leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated matt leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather

Weather

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

Feature

#10

- zip fastener on both sides
shaft height: 23.5 cm / size 43

Boots

040940

Feature

#10

- pure velcro closure system
shaft height: 26.5 cm / size 43

37 - 50

Boots

040442

37 - 47

Assen Evo

Blaker

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated matt leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- microfiber
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather

Weather

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

Award
„During the waterproof test, the feet remained dry even after 15 minutes. The
zippers are smooth. Seams and soles have a satisfactory quality. The variable
adjustment range with a wide-running velcro fastener is perfect for thin and wide
calves. Good grip thanks to the flexible sole and the soft footbed. The comfort
is high because of flexible sole and soft insole.“ Motorradfahrer EMPFEHLUNG
(8/2018)

#10

shaft height: 25.5 cm / size 43

Boots

040830

#10
37 - 48

shaft height: 28.5 cm / size 43

Boots

040521

37 - 47

Boots
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Mondello

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- microfiber
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#10
shaft height: 18 cm / size 43

Boots

040860

37 - 47

#10

#395

Speed Tech

Black Rider

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- microfiber
- shin and knuckle reinforcement
- reinforced heel and instep
- shift pad

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Feature

- AirFlow: perforated leather panels

Weather

- sliders, Art. No. 110933

Award

Award
„Plus: Shin protector with excellent damping values; easy to get in and close; good
snap-in support; stable seat with good comfort padding.“ Motorrad GUT (9/2018)
„Very comfortable entry, great freedom of movement at the flexible instep,
comfortably upholstered shank end, no pressure points.“ Motorradfahrer (4/2016)
shaft height: 29 cm / size 43

Boots

040780

„Cow leather and textile lining, very comfortable, airy and light, certified safety.“
Motorrad Kaufratgeber 125er (2021)

#431

#10

„The Black Rider by Modeka is a very light, very comfortable and also very airy short
boot for motorcyclists, also with wider feet. In warmer to hotter temperatures it
convinces with good ventilation - not only on the motorcycle, but also when used
on foot.“ Motorrad (17/2020)
shaft height: 15 cm / size 43

39 - 46

Boots

040850

37 - 47

Boots

165

Kumani

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather and PU-coated leather
- textile panels
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#10
shaft height: 14 cm / size 43

Boots

040420

37 - 47

#24

Kyne

Le Mans

Protection

Protection

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- microfiber
- amara panels
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

-

cow leather and PU-coated leather
textile panels
ankle reinforcement
shift pad

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

shaft height: 17 cm / size 43

Boots

040980

#10

shaft height: 17 cm / size 43
36 - 47

#398

#10

Boots

040480

37 - 46

Boots

167

Wolter
#10

Wolter

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- toe reinforcement

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#300

Feature
- zip at sides for a comfortable on and off
shaft height: 20 cm / size 43

Boots

040920

39 - 47

#10

Lynton

Protection

For every day

- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- toe reinforcement

Don‘t fancy the typical motorbike look? Then the
comfortable, durable Wolter boots are the right
choice for you.
These used-look boots are reinforced at the ankle,
heel and toe and protect you from all weathers. The
side zip makes getting into the boots much more
easy. You can wear the Wolter all day: On and off the
bike.

Weather
- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#120

Feature
- zip at sides for a comfortable on and off

Award
„Chic, neatly made shoe with a rough and non-slip sole at a reasonable price. It‘s
practical because of the zipper with cover attached.“ MO TIPP (9/2019)
shaft height: 18 cm / size 43

Boots

040900

39 - 46

Boots

169

#140

Midtown

Lane Zip
Protection
- cow leather
- TPU ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Feature
- zip at sides for a comfortable on and off
- including additional black laces

Weather

shaft height: 18 cm / size 43

- AirFlow: perforated leather panels

#120

Award

Sneaker

040752

#301

37 - 47

„Nice leather, comfortable fit, no pressure points, good protector equipment, easy
to put on, stripping protection with sensible overlap.“ Dream Machines PREIS-TIPP
(04/2020)
shaft height: 14 cm / size 43

Sneaker

040820

37 - 47

#10

Kibara Lady

Lane
Protection
- cow leather
- TPU ankle reinforcement
- shift pad

Protection
- certified according to EN 13634:2017 „protective footwear for professional
motorcycle riders“
- cow leather
- ankle reinforcement
- toe reinforcement

Feature
- #120: including additional orange laces
- #10: including additional red laces

Award

Weather

„Fast Lane! For city, scooter or bike the new retro sneakers from Modeka are
perfect.“ Tourenfahrer (2/2015)

- Hipora® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

#10

Feature

#120

shaft height: 15 cm / size 43 Size 34 - 36 in #10

- zip fastener on both sides
Sneaker

040750

34 - 47

shaft height: 22.5 cm / size 40

Boots

040870

36 - 42

Boots

171

Luggage & more
There is no denying it: The world around us is
exciting. We want to discover new landscapes,
new roads, new bends.
For you to take everything you need - no
matter how close or far away your next trip is
from home - storage space is always a good
thing.

we ride
our tour
Luggage
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#393

#401

#10

#10

Adventure Pack 28L

City Pack 15L

Dry Pack 32L

Dry Pack 22L

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

-

-

-

-

 00 D polyester
6
included: rain cover
3D mesh padding at the back
padded laptop case (up to 17 inches)
many compartments inside and outside
height-adjustable chest strap
hip strap with zipped compartments
prepared for hydration system

Award
„The back pack Adventure Pack by Modeka accompanied us on quite a few rides
recently and amongst other things, we storeed our laptop and camera in it, knowing
that - thanks to it´s stable back and the robust, anti-slip floor, as well as itßs fairly
abrasive resistant 600D polyester outer material - they will be safe and sound.“
Motorrad (16/2020)
Backpack

111012

 20 D polyester
4
included: rain cover
3D mesh padding at the back
many compartments inside and outside
height-adjustable chest strap
hip strap
prepared for hydration system

Backpack

111015

26 x 46 x 16 cm

waterproof backpack made of durable tarpaulin
outer material 100 % waterproof, taped seams inside
3D mesh padding at the back
flexible roll-up closure
height-adjustable chest strap
hip strap

Backpack

111014

28 x 58 x 20 cm

waterproof backpack made of durable tarpaulin
outer material 100 % waterproof, taped seams inside
3D mesh padding at the back
flexible roll-up closure
chest strap
hip strap

Backpack

111013

24 x 46 x 12 cm

30 x 52 x 20 cm

Luggage

175

Road Bag

Regular

Feature

Feature

-

- saddle bag with universal mounting system with adjustable and adjustable velcro
strap, all-round zip to expand the volume on each bag, reflective material, anti-slip
material at the base for protection, equipped with rain cover and shoulder strap,
upper material: 100 % polyester

waterproof luggage bag (100 % Polyester)
adjustable roll-fastener
carrying handle
detachable shoulder straps

Award
„The waterproof luggage is a very practicable for the whole year.“ Motorradfahrer
EMPFEHLUNG (11/2017)
Road Bag
Road Bag
Road Bag

119004
119005
119003

Luggage

119002

12 -20 l volume

60 l volume
45 l volume
30 l volume

#431

#10

Extra Pack

Super Bag

Feature

Feature

- smartphone pocket made ofwaterpoof, durable tarpaulin
- compatible with shoulder straps (via velcro)

- tank bag that can also be worn as a backpack, universally attachable thanks to
4 strong magnets, all-round zip to expand the volume of the bag, see-through
map and GPS pocket on top, anti-slip material at the base, upper material: 100 %
polyester

Backpack

111016

17 x 8 x 2,5 cm
Luggage

111008

12 -26 l volume

#10

#10

Daypack

Travelstar

Feature

Feature

- leg Bag with Adjustable Leg and Hip Belt
- 600 D polyester
- front pocket with waterproof zip

- tank bag that can also be worn as a bagpack, universally attachable with 6 strong
magnets, all-round zip to expand volume of the bag, 3 outer pockets, 1 map
compartment ontop of the bag as well as 1 map compartment on the inside, rain
cover included, upper material: 100 % polyester

Award

Award

„Perfect equipped, stable hip pocket with good partition.“ Motorradfahrer
EMPFEHLUNG (12/2016)
Backpack

111011

„The base plate is equipped with magnets, but can be fixed by side mounted eyelets
with straps. The main compartment can be expanded, but has otherwise no special
features. On the lid you will find a pocket for glasses. The included raincover is
stored in one of the two external lateral pockets. Due to the carrying straps the
Travelstar is also usable as a normal backpack.“ Reise Motorrad PREIS-TIPP (4/2013)

2 l volume

#10

Luggage

111007

12 -20 l volume

#10

Luggage

177

Tank backpack
Feature
- magnets mounting system, all-round zip to expand the volume, clear map pocket,
upper material: 100 % polyester

Luggage

111005

25 l volume

Neck warmer 608

Super

110608

110612

M, L

M, L

Fleece Start

Knee warmer

110611

086400

M, L

S/M, L/XL, XXL

#10

Face Mask

12005

110605

120050

M, L

universal

Seesack
Feature
- waterproof luggage bag (100 % Polyester)
- stepless length adjustment

Luggage

119000

60 l volume

Leather fat

Leather fat

Leather spray

Effax Leather Spray LC1

190110

190030

190200

190207

150 ml

50 ml

200 ml

250 ml

#10

Clever Bag

Textile Spray

Wax Spray

Hey Tex-Wash

Hey Impra-Wash

190201

190203

190204

190205

200 ml

300 ml

250 ml

250 ml

Feature
- universally attachable thansk to 4 strong magnets, anti-slide material at the base
for protection, equipped with rain covers and shoulder strap, pocket for mobile
phone and map, upper material: 100 % polyester

Award
„For daily tourer with slim tanks“ Motorrad News (6/2017)
Luggage

111009

5 l volume

#10

Hey Combi-Wash

First aid kit

190206

111020

250 ml

15 x 12 x 4 cm

Additionals
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#981

#981

#10

#983

#120

#983

#981

#984

Black Hills

Black Hills photochromatic

Arizona

Kickback

Springboard

Vegas

- small padded banded glasses

- s mall padded banded glasses with self-tinted lenses

- padded retro over glasses

- windproof motorcycle glasses

- unbreakable frame, extremely flexible

- windproof glasses with tilted lenses

115840

115841

115842

115819

115821

115831

#811

#981

#981

#984

#981

#980

#10

#10

#983

#980

Muddy

Toronto

Nevada

Detroit

Milano

Lieutenant

- padded cross glasses

- p
 added overglasses, fits over large glasses

- padded overglasses

- windproof motorcycle glasses for small faces

- windproof motorcycle glasses for big faces

- very lightweight motorcycle glasses

115839

115834

115835

115827

115829

115822

#897

#981

#981

#811

#984

#981

Invase
- two-piece spectacle mask, face mask is removable
51190012

Kickback photochromatic

- w
 indproof motorcycle glasses with photochromatic
lenses
115820

#980

#981

#811

#984

#983

#811

Kickback GT

Dallas

Dallas Plus

Quick Change Kit

- windproof motorcycle glasses

- motorcycle glasses with thin flexible temples

- light-weight glasses with removable windproof pad

- Set with interchangeable cleat, smoke and yellow tint
lenses

115824

115832

115833

115811

Additionals
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SIZE CHART

MEN
short sizes
160-174 cm
body height

regular sizes
175-180 cm body
height

long sizes
181-195 cm
body height

XS / 46
KM/25

chest circumference
cm

waist circumference
cm

hip circumference
cm

94-98

72-81

92-97

S / 48

LS

99-102

82-90

98-101

M / 50

LM/98

103-107

91-95

102-106

KL/26

L / 52

LL/102

108-110

96-100

107-109

KXL/27

XL / 54

LXL/106

111-115

101-106

110-114

KXXL/28

XXL / 56

LXXL/110

116-119

107-110

115-118

K3XL/29

3XL / 58

L3XL/114

120-123

111-114

119-122

K4XL/30

4XL / 60

L4XL

124-127

115-118

123-127

K5XL/31

5XL / 62

128-132

119-122

128-132

K6XL

6XL / 64

133-140

123-130

133-140

K8XL

8XL / 68

141-150

131-140

141-150

K10XL

10XL

151-159

141-149

151-159

chest circumference
cm

waist circumference
cm

hip circumference
cm

74-77

60-62

84-87

WOMEN
short sizes
150-164 cm
body height

regular sizes
165-172 cm body
height

long sizes
173-180 cm
body height

32
18

34

68

78-81

63-66

88-91

36

72

82-85

67-70

92-95

19

38

76

86-89

71-74

96-98

20

40

80

90-93

75-78

99-101

21

42

82

94-97

79-81

102-104

22

44

84

98-102

82-85

105-110

23

46

103-107

86-91

111-116

24

48

108-113

92-96

117-121

25

50

114-119

97-102

122-127

26

52

120-125

103-108

128-132

27

54

126-131

109-114

133-138

56

132-137

115-120

139-144

58

138-142

121-126

145-150

Icon key

more information
about sizes

chest

waist

hip

certified according to CE
standards

ventilation zips

full programme of protectors

fold-out ventilation flaps or
perforated areas

elbow and shoulder protectors
included

large mesh areas

knee and hip protectors included

Hitex® membrane 2.500 mm water
column

knee protectors included

Humax® membrane 10.000 mm
water column

no protectors included

Sympatex® membrane 45.000 mm
water column

extensive stretch

insulation: thermal lining

Index ABC
102
70
40
21
21
142
132
146
69
98
120
82
48
48
153
133
162
162
77
110
110
139
78
81
42
46
46
165
163
92
92
143
91
152
137
87
119
87
71
41
42
138
103
81
82
117
117
47
47
71
135
121
139
80
96
90
95
97
133
143
37
37
39
39
153
86
86
150
151
158
102
157
83
51
51
147
145
83
79
55
55
57
57

Abana Lady Jeans
Aenergy Jacket
Aeris Jacket
AFT Air Jacket
AFT Air Pants
Air Ride Gloves
Air Ride Dry Gloves
Airing Gloves
Akono Air Jacket
Alexius Jeans
Alexius Kids Jeans
Alva Lady Jacket
Amber Lady Pants
Amberly Lady Jacket
Aras Gloves
Aras Dry Gloves
Arunas Boots
Assen Evo Boots
August 75 Jacket
AX DRY Pants
AX DRY II Jacke
Baali Gloves
Bad Eddie Jacket
Badlands Vest
Baxters Pants
Belastar Lady Jacket
Belastar Lady Pants
Black Rider Boots
Blaker Boots
Brandon Jeans
Brandon Cargo Jeans
Breeze Gloves
Callan Jeans
Camira Gloves
Challenge Short Gloves
Clarke Jacket
Clarke Kids Jacket
Clarke Lady Jacket
Clarke Sport Jacket
Clonic Pants
Crookton Jacket
Daren Gloves
Deola Lady Leggings
Diona Lady Vest
Edda Lady Jacket
El Chango Kids Jacket
El Chango Kids Pants
Elaya Lady Jacket
Elaya Lady Pants
Eloy Jacket
Freeze Evo Gloves
Freeze Evo Kids Gloves
Fuego Gloves
Glasgow Jacket
Glenn Jeans
Glenn Cool Jeans
Glenn II Jeans
Glenn Slim Jeans
Gobi Dry Gloves
Gobi Traveller II Gloves
Hawking II Jacket
Hawking II Pants
Helena Lady Jacket
Helena Lady Pants
Highway Gloves
Hootch Jacket
Hootch Lady Jacket
Hot Classic Gloves
Hot Two Gloves
Hydros Boots
Idabella Lady Jeans
Ikarus Boots
Iona Lady Jacket
Janika Lady Jacket
Janika Lady Pants
Janika Lady Gloves
Janto Air Gloves
Kalea Lady Jacket
Kaleo Jacket
Khao Air Jacket
Khao Air Pants
Khao Air Lady Jacket
Khao Air Lady Pants

170
121
167
166
171
121
171
167
70
40
50
50
103
169
135
147
136
137
106
170
68
68
165
163
159
159
145
121
161
90
161
16
16
131
13
13
15
15
17
17
79
99
144
144
93
141
131
101
164
138
69
134
152
99
41
101
132
25
25
45
45
19
19
29
29
31
43
43
157
108
108
108
108
108
108
106
134
85
85
118
118
36
36

Kibara Lady Boots
Kids Summer Gloves
Kumani Boots
Kyne Boots
Lane Sneaker
Lane Kids Sneaker
Lane Zip Sneaker
Le Mans Boots
Lineos Jacket
Lonic Pants
Luana Lady Jacket
Luana Lady Pants
Luzie Lady Leggings
Lynton Boots
Makari Gloves
Mesh Gloves
Miako Gloves
Miako Air Gloves
Midlayer Jacket
Midtown Sneaker
Minos Jacket
Minos Pants
Mondello Boots
Monza II Boots
Muddy Track Evo Boots
Muddy Track Evo II Boots
MX Top Gloves
MX-Top Kids Gloves
Nicoletta Lady Boots
Nyle Cool Jeans
Orella Lady Boots
Panamericana Jacket
Panamericana Pants
Panamericana Gloves
Panamericana II Jacket
Panamericana II Pants
Panamericana II Lady Jacket
Panamericana II Lady Pants
Panamericana Lady Jacket
Panamericana Lady Pants
Ruven Jacket
Ryley Jeans
Sahara Short Gloves
Sahara Traveller Gloves
Sonic Mono Jeans
Sonora Gloves
Sonora Dry Gloves
Sorelle Lady Jeans
Speed Tech Boots
Sportie Gloves
Sporting III Pants
Stavanger Gloves
Steeve II Gloves
Stemp Jeans
Striker II Jacket
Tabera Lady Jeans
Tacoma Gloves
Tacoma III Jacket
Tacoma III Pants
Takuya Lady Jacket
Takuya Lady Pants
Talismen Jacket
Talismen Pants
Taran Jacket
Taran Pants
Taran Flash Jacket
Tarex Jacket
Tarex Pants
Tariko Boots
Tech Cool Longsleeve
Tech Cool Pants
Tech Cool Balaclava
Tech Dry Longsleeve
Tech Dry Pants
Tech Dry Balaclava
Tech Dry Bandana Longsleeve
Thanos Gloves
Thiago Jacket
Thiago Lady Jacket
Tourex II Kids Jacket
Tourex II Kids Pants
Tourrider II Jacket
Tourrider II Pants

158
59
59
61
61
81
78
80
49
49
23
23
24
24
42
169
146
119
135
135
62
62

Valeno Boots
Veo Air Jacket
Veo Air Pants
Veo Air Lady Jacket
Veo Air Lady Pants
Vest 1653
Vincent Jacket
Vincent Aged Jacket
Violetta Lady Jacket
Violetta Lady Pants
Viper LT Jacket
Viper LT Pants
Viper LT Lady Jacket
Viper LT Lady Pants
Winslow Jacket
Wolter Boots
X-Air Gloves
X-Vent Kids Jacket
Xavi Air Gloves
Xavi Long Gloves
Yannik Air Jacket
Yannik Air Pants

The colors of the items shown in the photos may slightly differ from the appearance of the products on sale.
We reserve the right to printing errors and price changes.
Touch-tip on glove

insulation: midlayer jacket
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Modeka International GmbH
Ahlener Straße 74-76
D-59269 Beckum

www.modeka.de
Contact
Consumer: +49(0) 2521 85 03 22
Dealer: +49(0) 2521 85 03 16

info@modeka.de

